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Data Logging and Interactive Documentation for Wind Tunnel

Kasuo Inamori School of Engineering

Zachary Plesmid
Dr. Joe Rosiczkowski, Ian King, Thomas 
Minnick, Keaton Rowe, Daniel Weiner 

May 5, 2020

The primary focus of this project was to improve and increase the use of Alfred University’s wind tunnel. This goal required a multifaceted 
approach which included confirmation that the wind tunnel functioned, creation of an interactive educational presentation and operation manual, 
as well as, procurement of hardware, and programming of software for data logging which allowed for simplified data acquisition and analysis. 
These improvements ensure that the wind tunnel will see use by even the most unfamiliar of experimenters by giving them everything they need at 
their fingertips. The wind tunnel is now future proofed against graduating students, retiring professors or misplaced documentation.

Figure 1: Data Logger User Interface

Figure 2: Data Logger Output Table

Figure 3: Documentation Main Menu

Figure 4: Interactive Diagram
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 In 1897, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky invented the first practical wind tunnel. His design 

involved a fan moving air through a large tube and is still in use today. The air in the tunnel 

exerts forces on objects placed inside as it blows by. Sensors then measure properties like lift, 

drag, pressure, and wind speed. 

 Engineering depends on the measuring of properties and dimensions. Wind tunnels are 

essential for the measurements that engineers need for understanding an object’s interaction with 

the air. By measuring a small model, an engineer can determine whether a full-scale version will 

work. The model in question may be a plane, a car, a building or anything where it is desired to 

understand the interaction between the model and the wind. 

 Not all wind tunnels are the same. The size of the tunnel is tailored to the task that an 

engineer or scientist needs to accomplish. Some wind tunnels are little, used to study small-scale 

phenomena. Some are large enough to enclose vehicles. 

 Alfred University owns a wind tunnel. Located in the Seidlin Annex Engineering 

Laboratories, the tunnel was purchased in 2010 from Engineering Laboratory Design, Inc. The 

cross section of the test area is eighteen inches square, nowhere big enough to house a vehicle. 

However, the wind tunnel is among the largest used by colleges in New York state, meaning it 

can accommodate a wider range of models. Several models and apparatuses for observing fluid 

properties were included in the acquisition. Despite this, none of my engineering classes have 

utilized the wind tunnel nor is there evidence of more than one senior project taking advantage of 

it. 

 A wind tunnel should be a great benefit to university classes like Fluid Dynamics, Wind 

Energy, and Thermal Science Lab; campus clubs like, Design Build Fly, SAE Baja and Tiny 

House; and students performing experiments in their free time. Unfortunately, it does not see as 
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much use as it should for such a useful piece of equipment. Through conversations with other 

students and professors, I learned that the wind tunnel had just been fixed and calibrated by some 

fellow students. The number of people on campus that knew how to use the tunnel was now the 

limiting factor on its use. I proposed a senior project where I would teach myself how to operate 

and calibrate the tunnel before compiling the relevant knowledge into a user-friendly guide. The 

guide would allow anyone, student or professor alike, to gain a working familiarity with the 

tunnel’s operation quickly. It would cover everything a standard operator would need to know to 

conduct a test. Having the wind tunnel be more accessible to everyone on campus will allow the 

university to advertise it to prospective students and make the most of this underused instrument. 

 The wind tunnel lab was not in the state I had been told. It turned out the wind tunnel was 

functional, and the sensor array was set up properly. However, the sensors were not calibrated 

nor was there a manual, models or calibration equipment. I contacted the company for a copy of 

the manual and attempted to recreate the calibration equipment myself. Eventually, I was told 

about a cupboard in a locked room with wind tunnel accoutrements inside. Investigation found 

this cupboard contained the manual, the models, and the calibration equipment.  

Despite the boon of finding everything I needed, some issues remained. Calibrating the 

sensors was a frustrating process. The drag sensor refused to cooperate. Even after enlisting the 

assistance of the tunnel’s design engineer at ELD, it took a week to track down the reason. The 

signal conditioning cards inside the sensor readout box had been incorrectly setup and this was 

causing the two cards to interact with each other in odd ways. After correcting the settings and 

calibrating the system again, everything was working properly. There was still a problem, 

though. 
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 I realized there was no way to capture any of the data continuously feeding out of the 

sensors. Many measurements made with wind tunnels are time dependent. With nothing but the 

live data on display, telling how much time had transpired between value changes was 

impossible. This was another major factor in why the wind tunnel was not being used. I would 

have to build a data logger. 

 A data logger is a piece of hardware and/or software that logs, or records, incoming data 

for later perusal and analysis. To create a data logger, I first needed a way to get the data from 

the sensor readout box to a computer. The sensor readout box has an output on the back, 

designed for this use, but it is analog. Analog means that the output can be any value in a certain 

range. Unfortunately, the computer only understands digital values. Digital means that the data 

can only be on or off. By switching between these two states in different orders, the computer 

can represent different symbols and values. It functions similarly to Morse code. To get the two 

systems to talk to each other would require a translator.  

 A data acquisition card had been left behind by others who had worked on the wind 

tunnel before me. I tried to use this in conjunction with every piece of software I could find, but 

nothing accomplished what I was looking for. Eventually, I found an analog-to-digital converter 

card (ADC), a circuit board that would translate analog signals into digital signals. This arrived 

with its own software, allowing the computer to communicate with the sensors and to log their 

data.  

This bundled program was ugly, cluttered and decidedly not user-friendly. To remedy 

this, I wrote my own piece of software in a programming language called AutoHotKey to hide 

the real program and present a nicer user interface. It was merely a mask for the official program 
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to hide some of the complex, unnecessary features from novice users. This worked well except 

for the built-in data logger. 

 The data logger included in the official software had a strange quirk. When it saved the 

data to a spreadsheet, it wrote the units into the same cell as the value. This meant further math 

with the values was difficult, requiring a great deal of work beforehand. I decided that would not 

do, electing to build my own data logger instead. The functionality of a data logger was added to 

my program. This was by no means a smooth process. As soon as I struggled past one problem, 

there would be another issue. Luckily, I was able to find excellent documentation online, 

finishing the software in 24 weeks. Now the official software serves no purpose but to read 

values from the ADC. These were then read into my program to display, log, and graph. With 

that the data collection software was just about wrapped up. I still needed to make a user guide. 

 I was confident that I could make a user-friendly user manual for the wind tunnel, as I 

had done similar projects on two previous occasions and had received good reviews on both.  

My senior year of high school, I made a technical manual for the school auditorium. It 

included a fold-out scale map of outlets and batons; a drawing of the breaker box, showing the 

purpose of all the breakers; and an instructional section with a step-by-step guide for common 

tasks on the digital lighting control board. Anyone, like the janitor, music director or the drama 

club technical crew, could easily manage the technical aspects of the theatre after reading the 

guide. 

The summer after my junior year of college, I worked as an intern, conducting research 

on a piece of equipment being developed by my employer. From the beginning, it became 

apparent that I could not stand at the machine and record readings every thirty seconds with any 

semblance of accuracy or precision. To free up time, I created a data logger which recorded data 
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directly into an Excel spreadsheet. When I found out that the next intern would not arrive until 

after I had returned to school, I decided to write a digital help menu with hyperlinks and the 

aesthetic of an old monochrome monitor. Everyone in the office was quite impressed with the 

functionality of both items. 

 For this user manual, I decided to use what I was familiar with and create it in 

PowerPoint as I had done for the other two. I took advantage of every trick I knew and learned a 

few more. There are six main sections to my documentation: Manuals, Calibration, Parts of the 

Wind Tunnel, Logging Hardware, Running the Wind Tunnel, and Running a Test. 

 The Manuals section provides a simple menu that allows users to open the official 

manuals for the wind tunnel or the instrumentation. 

 The Calibration section presents an interactive diagram like the Parts of the Wind Tunnel 

and the Logging Hardware sections, listed below. Flowcharts are displayed, containing all the 

necessary steps to calibrate the sensory array. Selecting any of the steps results in a proffered 

diagram or photo, clarifying the step. 

 The Parts of the Wind Tunnel section displays a custom drawing of the wind tunnel 

situated in an Alfred University themed room. The sections of the tunnel are called out with 

numbered circles and leader lines. Clicking on these circles will highlight the associated piece of 

the tunnel and give a short explanation of what it is and what it does. 

 The Logging Hardware section is very similar to the Parts of the Wind Tunnel section. It 

shows pictures of the sensing hardware, arranged in a network, to represent how the pieces fit 

together. Upon clicking on the items pictured, users are presented with a similar highlighting and 

description. 
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 The Running the Wind Tunnel section walks the user through turning the tunnel on, 

adjusting the motor speed and turning the tunnel off again. It is all presented as a step-by-step 

tutorial. The next step can only be reached once the current step is understood and executed on 

an onscreen replica. This ensures that users fully understand the task they are to perform before 

they do the same in real life.  

 The Running a Test section walks the user through running a test on the wind tunnel. 

Much like the Running the Wind Tunnel section, it ensures that users understand which buttons 

to press in the software before they use the real equipment. 

 All these sections were then linked together via a Main Menu section. This section 

displays a drawing of the wind tunnel, a welcome message, and friendly buttons that link to the 

other sections. Each of the sections contains a main menu button that returns the user to the Main 

Menu section. 

 My data logger program is also responsible for launching all the necessary accompanying 

programs, such as the ADC software and the PowerPoint help menu, upon start. An additional 

monitor was installed on the computer to allow my data logger software and the help menu to 

display full screen simultaneously. Everything launches with a single click of an icon. When the 

logger is closed, all support programs are closed automatically. That way the user never has to 

see any of the complex workings of the operation. It also prevents internal settings from being 

modified in error. 

 The software and its files are installed on a USB drive. This offers several advantages. 

First, it allows the software to be run on any computer by simply plugging in the drive. If the 

computer needs to be replaced, the software is easily moved to the new system. Second, the user 

files are stored on the USB drive and are thus moved along with the program, ensuring that they 
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are always easily accessible. Third, the software logs the operator’s username and the use time so 

that if there is an issue with the wind tunnel, recent users can be identified, and usage may be 

tracked.  

 Alfred University has made a large investment in a wind tunnel. It will be worth far more 

to the school community with the new data logger and user start guide installed. Now, anyone 

can use the wind tunnel to improve their classes, clubs or projects. 
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Screenshots 
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Main Menu 
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Hardware
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Welcome!
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Alfred University
Wind Tunnel Control Center
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Wind Tunnel Instrumentation
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Main Menu
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Calibration 
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Calibration Things you will need:

Mounting Fixture

Dynamometer

Manometer Next

Weights

20 #

10 #
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Remount the dynamometer in the test section of the wind 
tunnel.

After mounting a model, zero the readouts again by turning the 
brass knobs on the dynamometer.

Next
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Return the pressure hosing to its original state.

Calibration is now complete.

Main Menu
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Parts of Tunnel 
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Main Menu

Select a numbered circle to learn about that section of 
the wind tunnel
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The Radiused Inlet directs air into the wind tunnel. It 
is curved to help align the air into a laminar flow 
pattern as it enters.

Main Menu
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The Settling Length is a straight length of tunnel that 
gives the air time to align with the tunnel and begin to 
speed up.

Main Menu
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The Honeycomb contains a grid of small parallel 
passageways that forces the air to be more laminar 
before it reaches the Test Section.

Main Menu
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The Screen Pack is a series of screens that catch any 
dust, bugs or other particulate that may be sucked 
into the wind tunnel.

Main Menu
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The Contraction is a length of tunnel that converges, 
shrinking in cross section. This compresses the air and forces 
it to speed up, according to Bernoulli’s equation. This 
prepares the air to travel through the Test Section.

Main Menu
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The Test Section is the area of the wind tunnel that
contains the object being tested. It is made of clear 
acrylic to permit viewing of what happens within.
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The Primary Diffuser provides a smooth, gentle 
transition for the air as it enters the Fan. This allows 
the Fan to be as efficient as possible and provides 
better control of airflow.

Main Menu
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The Operator’s Console is a remote-control station 
for the Variable Frequency Inverter. It allows control 
of the motor speed, and by extension, wind speed, from 
near the Test Section.
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The Flexible Coupling is a rubber joint that allows air to travel from 
the Primary Diffuser to the Fan without the two sections needing to 
be perfectly aligned. It allows a small amount of ‘play’ or 
‘slop’ to be present. It also isolates the rest of the tunnel from the 
vibrations of the Fan.
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The Fan is an in-line centrifugal model. It pulls the air 
through the tunnel.
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The Acoustic Diffuser consists of a set of baffles that 
cause the sounds of the Fan to partially cancel 
themselves. This helps reduce the volume of the wind 
tunnel during operation.
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The Variable Frequency Inverter controls the speed at which 
the Fan runs. It accomplishes this by changing the frequency 
of the AC electricity going to the Motor. Normal wall power 
is 60 Hz. By reducing this number, the Motor will run slower. 
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The Fusible Disconnect is a large switch that controls 
the power to the Variable Frequency Inverter. Three 
phase power at 480VAC runs through this box. Due to 
the risk of arc flash, only electricians should open it.
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The Motor provides movement to the Fan. 
TCF/Aerovent Model: 28-CBD-2120
P/N: 284T-X S/N: 13409641-1-1
It operates on 3Ø (phase) 480VAC power. It produces 25 HP
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The Vibration Isolation Mounts are specially designed stand-offs 
that are used to mount the Fan, Motor and Acoustic Diffuser. 
They allow the listed components to vibrate and move without 
shaking the whole wind tunnel or the floor of the building.
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Select an object to learn more about it
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The Pitot Tube is a device that measures pressure and the location of the 
probe. These measurements are output over a DE-9 Cable and an 1/8”clear 
rubber hose (not pictured).
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The DE-9 cable carries the positional data from the Pitot Tube assembly to the 
Dynamometer Meter Assembly. See the Manual for wiring details.
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The Dynamometer is a device that uses Hooke’s Law to measure the forces 
applied to models in the wind tunnel. It is capable of measuring both the lift 
and drag forces acting on the model.
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The DA-15 Cable carries the lift and drag data from the Dynamometer to the 
Dynamometer Meter Assembly. See the Manual for wiring details.
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The Dynamometer Meter Assembly takes input from the Pitot Tube and the 
Dynamometer. Connections are made with a DE-9 and a DA-15 Cable as well as 
an 1/8”clear, rubber hose (not pictured). The hose transmits the pressure 
information.
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The DA-15 Cable carries the output from the Dynamometer Meter Assembly to 
the EECI ADC-8U12 data card. The data for all measurements is transmitted as 
analog voltage signals.  See the Manual for wiring details.
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The EECI ADC-8U12 is an analog-to-digital converter with a resolution of 12 
bits. It converts the analog voltage provided by the Dynamometer Meter 
Assembly into a digital number between 0 and 4096 so that the data can be 
interpreted by the Computer.
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The USB-A to USB-B Cable carries the digital readings made by the EECI 
ADC-8U12 to the Computer. 
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The Computer uses software from EECI and a custom data logger to display 
and record the measurements.
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To start a new test, Click the
‘New Test’ button.

Note that the boxes on the left show the 
current values measured by the sensors, so 
test criteria can be dialed in before starting 

a recording. 
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Enter the name you would like to give your 
recording in the ‘File Name’ box

By default, recordings are saved to:
V:\LabData
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Click ‘Save’ to create the file

This may take a second
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Enter the number of samples per minute 
desired

This value must be between 0 and 120
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Click ‘OK’ to continue
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Press the ‘Record’ button to start 
recording data
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When finished, click ‘Stop’ to end the recording
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‘Record’ can be pressed again to start 
recording again

When finished with all recordings, use the 
‘x’ in the top right to close the program
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Data Logging and Interactive Documentation 

for Engineering Department Wind Tunnel 
by 

Zachary L Plesmid 

 

Abstract 

The objective of this project is to construct a data logging system for 

the Engineering Labs wind tunnel and to create a comprehensive, 

interactive help document. It will culminate in a working data logging 

setup that is easy to use for laboratory exploration, as well as, an in-

depth document explaining the calibration, operation and 

troubleshooting of the wind tunnel and data logger. 

 

 

1. Background 
The Alfred University wind tunnel was installed in 2010. It provided students an 

opportunity to experiment with airflow and pressure over various geometries. Over 

the years, it has seen less use and its upkeep has fallen by the wayside.  

 

Those who were privy to its operation have also graduated, retired or left, leaving 

manuals lost in the back of unknown cupboards and equipment scattered across the 

building, or worse.  

 

Restoring the wind tunnel to its former glory and giving it some improvements will 

allow students to get hands-on experience with the material that they are covering 

in class. An interactive help document will allow the tunnel to be used no matter 

who graduates or leaves. 

 

I will be the only team member working on this project. I built a data logger at my 

summer job. I also created an interactive manual for those who carried on my work 

when I returned to school. Before that, I created an in-depth manual for my high 

school auditorium, detailing all of the breakers, lights, outlets and programming. I 

believe that this past experience makes me uniquely qualified for completing this 

project. 

 

2.  Establishing the State-of-Technology 
Seek out and review the manual for the wind tunnel and associated technology. 

Compare this to what actually exists in the lab. 
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3.  Design 
 

3.1 Project Objective 
Construct a simple data logger and comprehensive, interactive literature for 

the system. 

3.2  Critical Design Loads 
1. An ignorant user entering unexpected commands 

2. Out of range data 

 

3.3 Performance Metrics 
1. Measurement accuracy 

2. Ease of use 

3. Understandability 

 

3.4  Analysis, Synthesis/Simulation Methodology 
 Upon completion of the manual, it will be tested by having an outside source 

attempt to operate the system using only the manual. If they are successful, the 

manual is also a success. Otherwise, revisions will be made.  

 

4.  Fabrication 
 Fabrication of calibration instruments will be accomplished by group 

members using the STEP lab resources. Data input to the data logging software 

will be done through the use of a data acquisition card connected to the computer. 

The logger itself will be created using signal processing (HP VEE) and spreadsheet 

(Microsoft Excel) software, communicating over DDE. 

 

5.  Experimentation/Verification/Correlation 
 The accuracy of the data logger is dependent on many factors. The data 

acquisition card must be of a high enough precision and the measuring equipment 

must be calibrated accurately. Special jigs are prescribed by the wind tunnel 

manufacturer. These will be used for calibration. If they cannot be found, new ones 

will be manufactured. 

 

6.  Schedule/Budget/Tasking 
The following tasks must be completed: 

 

1. Analyze the manual to find what equipment is missing and how to 

properly assemble and calibrate the equipment. 
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2. Recreate missing equipment 

3. Install equipment that has not been 

4. Obtain and connect the data acquisition card 

5. Program the data logging software 

6. Create help menu 

7. Create tutorials 

8. Create step-by-step guides 

9. Conduct testing 

10. Revisions 
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Abstract 
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The primary focus of this project was to improve and increase the use of Alfred 

University’s wind tunnel. This goal required a multifaceted approach which included 
confirmation that the wind tunnel functioned, creation of an interactive educational presentation 

and operation manual, as well as, procurement of hardware, and programming of software for 

data logging which allowed for simplified data acquisition and analysis. These improvements 

ensure that the wind tunnel will see use by even the most unfamiliar of experimenters by giving 

them everything they need at their fingertips. The wind tunnel is now future proofed against 

graduating students, retiring professors or misplaced documentation. 
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• Intended but not accomplished 

o Install hardware 

o Install software 

o Calibrate sensors 

o Calibrate logger 

• Next steps for this project 

o Install hardware 

o Install software 

o Calibrate sensors 

o Calibrate logger 

o Add project box to protect ADC 

• Future projects based on this one 

o Improve the accuracy of pressure and wind speed measurements using a 

temperature sensor 

o Use wet and dry bulb temperature sensors to find wind chill and humidity 

psychometrically 

o Analyze vibrations in pressure front created by a cylinder in the stream 
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                             ┌───────────────────┐
═════════════════════════════╡Installation  Guide╞════════════════════════════
                             └───────────────────┘              ~ Z. Plesmid ~

 This guide and the contents of this box will allow you to install the
data logger on the wind tunnel. There is a hardware component and a software
component to this installation. 

                             ┌───────────────────┐
═════════════════════════════╡Provided  Materials╞════════════════════════════
                             └───────────────────┘

This box should contain:

 • EECI ADC-8U12 Analog-to-Digital Converter Board

  Facilitates the communication between the wind tunnel and the
  computer.

 • USB-A to USB-B Cable

  Connects the EECI ADC-8U12 to the computer.

 • DA-15 Cable with one connector severed
  
  Connects the wind tunnel instrumentation to the ADC-8U12
  There should be a beige cable already attached to the
  ADC-8U12. 

 • USB Drive

  Contains the data logging software and the interactive help
  menus.
  
                             ┌───────────────────┐
═════════════════════════════╡      Needed       ╞════════════════════════════
                             └───────────────────┘

You will need to provide:
 
 • Computer with Microsoft® Office Excel and PowerPoint installed

  The software uses Excel for number crunching and data output.
  The software uses PowerPoint for help menu rendering.

 • 2 available USB ports
 
  One for the ADC-8U12 and one for the software.
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                             ┌───────────────────┐
═════════════════════════════╡      Process      ╞════════════════════════════
                             └───────────────────┘

 This section will walk through the process of installing the data
logging setup. It is a fairly simple task. 

                     ───────────── Hardware ─────────────

To install the hardware:

 1. Locate the EECI ADC-8U12 analog-to-digital card.

 2. Locate the DA-15 cable, wired to the EECI card.

 3. Plug the DA-15 connector into the port on the rear of the 
  instrumentation box, labeled "Analog Output".

 4. If rewiring the DA-15 cable to the ADC-8U12 becomes necessary,
  refer to Figure 1.
 
                                            ┌───┐          
                    Pressure════════════════╡ 1 │    R1 = R2 ≥ 100 Ω ¼ W
                        Lift═════════╗      ├───┤    
                 Drag Ground═══════╗ ╚══════╡ 2 │
                      X Axis═════╗ ║  ____  ├───┤
                      Y Axis═══╗ ║ ╚═╡_R1_╞═╡ 3 ╞══╗
                               ║ ║          ├───┤ ┌╨┐
             Pressure Ground═╗ ║ ╚══════════╡ 4 │ │R│
                 Lift Ground═╣ ║            ├───┤ │ │
                        Drag═╣ ╚════════════╡ 5 │ │2│
               X Axis Ground═╣              ├───┤ └╥┘ 
               Y Axis Ground═╩══════════════╡GND╞══╝
                                            └───┘ 
        Figure 1: Analog to Digital Converter Wiring Diagram

 6. Find the USB-A to USB-B cable.

 7. Plug the USB-B end into the port on the ADC-8U12.

 8. Plug the USB-A end into an available USB port on the computer.

       The hardware installation is complete.
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                     ───────────── Software ─────────────

To install the software:

 1. Find the software USB included with this manual.

 2. Turn on the computer and log in.

 3. Plug the drive into an available USB port on the computer.

 4. On the computer, navigate to the USB drive.

 5. Navigate to the following folder on the USB:

      \Wind Tunnel Control Center\Calibration

 6. Open 'Calibration.ini' with Notepad.

 7. Follow the instructions in the file to calibrate the software.

  Note: Calibrating the software requires the prior calibration
        of the instrumentation box and the use of additional
        tools.

       The software installation is complete.

                             ┌───────────────────┐
═════════════════════════════╡       Usage       ╞════════════════════════════
                             └───────────────────┘

To use the newly installed wind tunnel data logging system:

 1. Turn on the instrumentation box using the switch on the rear panel.
 
 2. Turn on the computer and log in.

 3. Navigate to the USB drive.

 4. Double click on the program called 'Wind Tunnel Control Center'
  to run it.

 5. Wait while the software loads. This takes about 30 seconds.

 6. Use the software. (see tips below)
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                             ┌───────────────────┐
═════════════════════════════╡       Tips        ╞════════════════════════════
                             └───────────────────┘

 • The system can utilize any computer that meets the following
   criteria:
  
  OS: Microsoft® Windows 10
   (newer versions may work but are untested)
  Office Suite: Microsoft® Office 365
  Screens: Two, side-by-side
 
 • The software consists of a data logger and a help menu. When
   loaded, the data logging window will appear on the left screen
   and the help menu will appear on the right screen.

 • The Help Menu explains the parts of the wind tunnel, how to operate
   the tunnel, how to wire the hardware, and how to run a test. Select
   the desired option from the main menu.

 • The software package can be replicated by copying the contents of
   the USB drive to another USB drive.

 • Usernames and program start times are stored for administrative
   purposes. They may be found on the software USB here:

       \Wind Tunnel Control Center\Logs\Users.log

 • Data recorded using the program are stored as Excel files located
   on the software USB here:

      \Wind Tunnel Control Center\LabData
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Special thanks to the following helpful people:

  Name: Dr. Joe Rosiczkowski
 Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Reason: Senior Design Advisor
Office: Engineering Laboratories Room 214
 Phone: 607-871-2561
 Email: rosi@alfred.edu

  Name: Christina Vetter
 Title: Renewable Energy Engineering Secretary
Reason: Purchase Orders
Office: Engineering Laboratories
 Phone: 607-871-2135
 Email: vetterc@alfred.edu

  Name: Kurt Banaszynski
 Title: Project Engineer
Reason: Obtain wind tunnel documentation
Office: Engineering Laboratory Design, Inc.
 2021 South Highway 61
 P.O. Box 278
 Lake City, MN 55041
 Phone: 800-795-8536 / 651-345-4515 / 651-345-5095 fax
 Email: shinski@eldinc.com

  Name: Andrew Makasziw
 Title: ITS Desktop Technician
Reason: Obtain local admin on wind tunnel computer (AU18037)
Office: Information Technology Service, Herrick Library 
 Phone: 607-871-2222
 Email: makasziwd@alfred.edu

  Name: Burt Brundage
 Title: EECI Customer Support
Reason: EECI ADC-8U12 setup questions
Office: Electronic Energy Control Inc.
 Phone: 937-349-6000
 Email: support@eeci.com

  Name: Liz Moore
 Title: Help Desk and Desktop Support Manager
Reason: Remote into wind tunnel computer (AU18037) from home
Office: Information Technology Service, Herrick Library Room 16
 Phone: 607-871-2222
 Email: mooreec@alfred.edu

  Name: Jonathan Long
 Title: Design Engineer
Reason: Troubleshooting wind tunnel instrumentation
Office: Engineering Laboratory Design, Inc.
 2021 South Highway 61
 P.O. Box 278
 Lake City, MN 55041
 Phone: 800-795-8536 / 651-345-4515 / 651-345-5095 fax
 Email: jonathan@eldinc.com

  Name: Jim Mighells
 Title: Technician/Machinist
Reason: Tools and equipment location
Office: STEP lab
 Phone: 
 Email: mighells@alfred.edu
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                  Colleges with Wind Tunnels from ELD inc.    
                ────────────────┬────────────┬──────────────
                  Test Section  │   School   │    Year
                     Height     │            │  Installed
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                       12"      │  Buffalo   │     '09
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                       80cm     │    RPI     │     '07
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                       24"      │    RPI     │     '05
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                    36" x 48"   │  Clarkson  │     '04
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                       12"      │  Columbia  │     '01
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                       12"      │   Union    │     '00
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                       24"      │  Syracuse  │     '96
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                       18"      │  Cornell   │     '95
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                        6"      │  Cornell   │     '93
                ────────────────┼────────────┼──────────────
                                │            │
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#include Initialization.ahk  ; Runs automatically, sets up program settings and file locations  
#include ScreenConfig.ahk  ; Runs automatically, sets up screen sizing and location 
#include UserLogging.ahk  ; Runs automatically, records the time and the current user to file 
#include Constants.ahk   ; Runs automatically, sets up constants used throughout the program 
#include COMConfig.ahk   ; Runs automatically, sets the COM port for the ADC software 
#include GUICreate.ahk   ; Runs automatically, displays the GUI for the data logger 
#include HelpMenuRun.ahk  ; Runs automatically, displays the Help Menu 
 
Return 
 
#include Buttons.ahk   ; Contains subroutines that run when buttons are clicked, the main loops 
#include Excel.ahk   ; Contains subroutines for communicating with Excel and writing to the live outputs 
#include Closing.ahk   ; Contains the closing routines 
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Initialization.ahk 
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; only one copy of this program can run at a time 
#SingleInstance Force 
 
; set execution speed to fastest setting 
SetBatchLines -1 
 
; relative file paths start from this script's location 
SetWorkingDir, %A_ScriptDir% 
 
; create a virtual drive 'V' 
RunWait, %ComSpec% /c subst V: /D 
Run, %ComSpec% /c subst V: "%A_ScriptDir%" 
 
; file/folder paths used throughout 
 
Log := "Logs\Users.log" 
Config := "C:\eeci\adc-8u12\adc8u12-set.ini" 
eeci := "ADC-8U12\ADC-8U12.exe" 
MainMenuPPT := "V:\PowerPoints\Main Menu.pptx" 
LabData := "LabData" 
BackGround := "Images\BackGround.png" 
LivePic := "V:\Images\pic1.png" 
BlankGraph := "Images\BlankGraph.png" 
GraphShadow := "Images\Chart BG6.png" 
Blank := "V:\LabData\Blank.xlsx" 
Calibration := "Calibration\Calibration.ini" 
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; get the number of monitors 
SysGet, #ofMonitors, MonitorCount 
 
; check for two monitors installed 
If (#ofMonitors != 2){ 
 
 ; on failure display error and exit this program 
 SoundPlay, *16 
 MsgBox This program requires two screens. 
 ExitApp 
 
} 
 
; get size of monitor 1 
SysGet, Mon1, Monitor, 1 
 
; get size of monitor 2 
SysGet, Mon2, Monitor, 2 
 
; find the left and right screens 
 
If (Mon1Left < Mon2Left){ 
 
 ; calculate the size of left screen 
 LeftScreenX := Mon1Left 
 LeftScreenY := Mon1Top 
 LeftScreenW := Mon1Right - Mon1Left 
 LeftScreenH := Mon1Bottom - Mon1Top 
 
 ; calculate the size of right screen 
 RightScreenX := Mon2Left 
 RightScreenY := Mon2Top 
 RightScreenW := Mon2Right - Mon2Left 
 RightScreenH := Mon2Bottom - Mon2Top 
 
} Else { 
 
 ; calculate the size of left screen 
 LeftScreenX := Mon2Left 
 LeftScreenY := Mon2Top 
 LeftScreenW := Mon2Right - Mon2Left 
 LeftScreenH := Mon2Bottom - Mon2Top 
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 ; calculate the size of right screen 
 RightScreenX := Mon1Left 
 RightScreenY := Mon1Top 
 RightScreenW := Mon1Right - Mon1Left 
 RightScreenH := Mon1Bottom - Mon1Top 
 
} 
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UserLogging.ahk 
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; get the current time and date 
FormatTime, LogTime 
 
; append time to current username 
UserLog := A_UserName . A_Tab . LogTime . "`n" 
 
; write log to file 
FileAppend, %UserLog%, %Log% 
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Constants.ahk 
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; calculate horizontal center of left screen 
LeftScreenXC := LeftScreenX + (LeftScreenW / 2) 
 
; calculate width of progress bar 
ProgressW := 0.1875 * LeftScreenW 
 
; calculate size of frequency window 
FrequencyW := 0.125 * LeftScreenW 
FrequencyH := 0.144 * LeftScreenH * (96 / A_ScreenDPI) 
 
; calculate horizontal center of left screen for progress bar 
ProgressXC := LeftScreenXC - (ProgressW / 2) 
 
; calculate horizontal center of left screen for frequency window 
FrequencyXC := LeftScreenXC - (FrequencyW / 2) 
 
; calculate the size of the chart in points 
ChartWidth  := 0.8 * LeftScreenW / A_ScreenDPI * 72 
ChartHeight := 0.9 * LeftScreenH / A_ScreenDPI * 72 
 
; calculate the position of the chart 
GraphX := 0.17 * LeftScreenW  
GraphY := 0.03 * LeftScreenH 
 
; resize the graph background to big  
GBGSize := 1 
GoSub GResize 
 
; calculate button size 
ButtonWidth  := 0.094 * LeftScreenW 
ButtonHeight := 0.056 * LeftScreenH 
 
; calculate live box width, font size and fill color 
LiveBoxWidth := 0.094 * LeftScreenW 
LiveFontSize := 24 
LiveBoxColor := "Black" 
 
; calculate text control width and font size 
TextWidth := 0.094 * LeftScreenW 
TextSize  := 14 
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; calculate margin and inter-control gap size 
GuiMarginX := 0.0363 * LeftScreenW 
GuiMarginY := 0.0689 * LeftScreenH 
GuiGap     := 0.0222 * LeftScreenH 
 
; read unit conversion factors from Calibration.ini 
 
IniRead, PressureSlope,     % Calibration, Pressure, slope 
IniRead, PressureIntercept, % Calibration, Pressure, intercept 
 
IniRead, LiftSlope,         % Calibration, Lift,     slope 
IniRead, LiftIntercept,     % Calibration, Lift,     intercept 
 
IniRead, DragSlope,         % Calibration, Drag,     slope 
IniRead, DragIntercept,     % Calibration, Drag,     intercept 
 
IniRead, XSlope,            % Calibration, X,        slope 
IniRead, XIntercept,        % Calibration, X,        intercept 
 
IniRead, YSlope,            % Calibration, Y,        slope 
IniRead, YIntercept,        % Calibration, Y,        intercept 
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; check for existence of EECI programs config file 
If (FileExist(Config)){ 
 
 ;******************************************************************************************************* 
 ; WMI code borrowed from Shajul here: https://autohotkey.com/board/topic/60968-wmi-tasks-com-with-ahk-l/ 
 ;******************************************************************************************************* 
 
 ; start COM object to device manager 
 strComputer := "." 
 WMIService := ComObjGet("winmgmts:{impersonationLevel=impersonate}!\\" . strComputer . "\root\cimv2") 
 
 ; get list of Plug N Play entities 
 WMIResult := WMIService.ExecQuery("Select * from Win32_PnPEntity")._NewEnum 
 
 ; for each object in list 
 While WMIResult[objItem]{ 
 
  ; check name 
  If (InStr(objItem.Caption, "Prolific")){ 
 
   ; for each letter in name 
   Word := objItem.Caption 
   Loop, Parse, Word 
     
    ; find number of port 
    If A_LoopField is digit 
     COM := A_LoopField 
  
  } 
 
 } 
 
 ; confirm ADC-8U12 is present 
 If (COM){ 
   
  ; change config file port number 
  Config := FileOpen(Config, "rw") 
  Config.Seek() 
  Config.Write(COM . "`r") 
  Config.Close() 
  Config := "" 
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; run EECI program not on top 
  Run %eeci% 
  WinWait, ahk_exe ADC-8U12.exe 
  WinSet, AlwaysOnTop, Off, ahk_exe ADC-8U12.exe 
 
 } Else { 
 
  ; display error message and exit program 
  SoundPlay, *16 
  MsgBox, This program requires an EECI ADC-8U12 to be plugged into a USB port 
  ExitApp 
 
 } 
 
} Else { 
 
 ; run EECI program not on top 
 Run %eeci% 
 WinWait, ahk_exe ADC-8U12.exe 
 WinSet, AlwaysOnTop, Off, ahk_exe ADC-8U12.exe 
 
 ; tell it to create config file from scratch 
 Send {Tab}{Tab}{Tab}{Enter} 
 
} 
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; enable border on the GUI and disable DPI scaling 
Gui +Border -DPIScale 
 
; place background on GUI 
Gui, Add, Picture, w%LeftScreenW% h%LeftScreenH% x0 y0 vBackground, %BackGround% 
 
; place buttons on GUI 
Gui, Add, Button, x%GuiMarginX% y%GuiMarginY% w%ButtonWidth% h%ButtonHeight% vNew, &New Test 
Gui, Add, Button, Disabled y+%GuiGap% w%ButtonWidth% h%ButtonHeight% vRecord Section, &Record 
Gui, Add, Button, Disabled xs ys w%ButtonWidth% h%ButtonHeight% vStop Hidden, &Stop 
 
; place live boxes on GUI 
 
Gui, Font, % "Black s" TextSize - 1 
Gui, Add, Text, w%TextWidth% x%GuiMarginX% y+%GuiGap% Right +BackgroundTrans, Pressure (inH2O) 
Gui, Font, cFF0000 s%LiveFontSize% 
Gui, Color, , %LiveBoxColor% 
Gui, Add, Edit, vEdit1 Right w%LiveBoxWidth% +BackgroundTrans, 0 
 
Gui, Font, Black s%TextSize% 
Gui, Add, Text, w%TextWidth% y+%GuiGap% Right +BackgroundTrans, Lift (lbs) 
Gui, Font, c00FF00 s%LiveFontSize% 
Gui, Color, , %LiveBoxColor% 
Gui, Add, Edit, vEdit2 Right w%LiveBoxWidth%, 0 
 
Gui, Font, Black s%TextSize% 
Gui, Add, Text, w%TextWidth% y+%GuiGap% Right +BackgroundTrans, Drag (lbs) 
Gui, Font, c0000FF s%LiveFontSize% 
Gui, Color, , %LiveBoxColor% 
Gui, Add, Edit, vEdit3 Right w%LiveBoxWidth%, 0 
 
Gui, Font, Black s%TextSize% 
Gui, Add, Text, w%TextWidth% y+%GuiGap% Right +BackgroundTrans, X-Position (in) 
Gui, Font, cFF00FF s%LiveFontSize% 
Gui, Color, , %LiveBoxColor% 
Gui, Add, Edit, vEdit4 Right w%LiveBoxWidth%, 0 
 
Gui, Font, Black s%TextSize% 
Gui, Add, Text, w%TextWidth% y+%GuiGap% Right +BackgroundTrans, Y-Position (in) 
Gui, Font, c00FFFF s%LiveFontSize% 
Gui, Color, , %LiveBoxColor% 
Gui, Add, Edit, vEdit5 Right w%LiveBoxWidth%, 0 
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Gui, Font, % "Black s" TextSize - 1 
Gui, Add, Text, w%TextWidth% y+%GuiGap% Right +BackgroundTrans, WindSpeed (mph) 
Gui, Font, cFF6600 s%LiveFontSize% 
Gui, Color, , %LiveBoxColor% 
Gui, Add, Edit, vEdit6 Right w%LiveBoxWidth%, 0 
 
; generate a black graph at the current screen res 
SelectedFile := Blank 
GoSub CreateExcel 
GoSub CreateChart 
GoSub ExportChart 
FileCopy, %LivePic%, %BlankGraph%, True 
 
; place the graph background on GUI 
Gui, Add, Picture, x%GraphBGX% y%GraphBGY% w%GraphBGW% h%GraphBGH% vGraphBG, %GraphShadow% 
 
; place the graph on GUI 
Gui, Add, Picture, x%GraphX% y%GraphY% +BackgroundTrans vGraph, %BlankGraph% 
 
; draw GUI on screen 
Gui, Show, Maximize, Wind Tunnel Logger 
 
; GUI is always on top 
WinSet, AlwaysOnTop, On, Wind Tunnel Logger 
 
; dialogs created by this GUI will be modal 
Gui +OwnDialogs 
 
; starts live boxes updating every second 
SetTimer, LiveCycle, 1000 
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; check for open powerpoint windows 
If WinExist("ahk_exe POWERPNT.EXE"){ 
 
 ; grab open window 
 PPT := ComObjActive("PowerPoint.Application") 
 
 ; save and close all open presentations 
 For prs in PPT.Presentations{ 
 
  prs.Save 
  prs.Close 
 
 } 
 
} Else { 
 
 ; open a new powerpoint window 
 PPT := ComObjCreate("PowerPoint.Application") 
 
} 
 
; open the main menu 
PPT.Presentations.Open(MainMenuPPT) 
 
; enter slideshow view 
PPT.ActivePresentation.SlideShowSettings.Run.View 
 
; disable escape and Alt-F4 for powerpoint 
#IfWinActive ahk_exe POWERPNT.EXE 
 
Escape::Return 
!F4::Return 
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ButtonNewTest: 
 
 ; dialogs created by this GUI will be modal and DPI scaling is disabled 
 Gui +OwnDialogs -DPIScale 
 
 ; create a SaveAs box and get the selected filename 
 FileSelectFile, SelectedFile, S, %LabData%, Save As, Microsoft Excel (*.xlsx) 
 SplitPath, SelectedFile, FileName 
 
 ; check that a file was created 
 If (SelectedFile != ""){ 
 
  ; create a progress bar 
  Progress, x%ProgressXC% , Opening %FileName%, Loading, Please Wait ... 
 
  ; create the excel file specified 
  GoSub CreateExcel 
 
  ; update progress bar 
  Progress, 20, Creating Chart 
 
  ; Create a chart in excel file 
  GoSub CreateChart 
 
  ; update progress bar 
  Progress, 40, Creating Table 
 
  ; create a table in excel file 
  GoSub CreateTable 
 
  ; update progress bar 
  Progress, 60, Exporting Chart 
 
  ; export the chart as a picture 
  GoSub ExportChart 
 
  ; update progress bar 
  Progress, 80 Displaying Chart 
 
  ; update the GUI's graph 
  GuiControl,, Graph, %LivePic% 
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  ; resize the graph backgroung to big 
  GBGSize = 1 
  GoSub GResize 
  GuiControl, Move, GraphBG, x%GraphBGX% y%GraphBGY% w%GraphBGW% h%GraphBGH% 
 
  ; destroy progress bar 
  Progress, Off 
 
  ; update GUI background image 
  GuiControl,, Background, %BackGround% 
 
  ; ask the user for the sample rate 
  GoSub SetFrequency 
 
  ; turn off recording 
  Recording := False 
 
  ; allow clicks on 'record' and 'stop' buttons 
  GuiControl, Enable, Record 
  GuiControl, Enable, Stop 
 
  ; update the live boxes at sample rate 
  SetTimer, LiveCycle, %Frequency% 
 
 } 
 
Return 
 
ButtonStop: 
 
 ; check if recording 
 If (Recording){ 
 
  ; turn off recording 
  Recording := False 
 
  ; swap visibility of 'record' and 'stop' buttons 
  GuiControl Hide, Stop 
  GuiControl Show, Record 
 
  ; stop recording, start updating live boxes at sample rate 
  SetTimer, RecordCycle, Off 
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  SetTimer, LiveCycle, %Frequency% 
 
 } 
 
Return 
 
ButtonRecord: 
 
 ; disable DPI scaling 
 Gui -DPIScale 
 
 ; resize the graph background to small 
 GBGSize := 0 
 GoSub GResize 
 GuiControl, Move, GraphBG, x%GraphBGX% y%GraphBGY% w%GraphBGW% h%GraphBGH% 
 
 ; check that not already recording 
 If (!Recording){ 
 
  ; start recording 
  Recording := True 
 
  ; start counting time 
  StartTime := A_TickCount 
 
  ; swap visibility of 'record' and 'stop' buttons 
  GuiControl Hide, Record 
  GuiControl Show, Stop 
 
  ; start recording process 
  SetTimer, LiveCycle, Off 
  SetTimer, RecordCycle, %Frequency% 
 
 } 
 
Return 
 
LiveCycle: 
 
 ; read values from ADC-8U12 
 GoSub ReadRow 
 
 ; write values to live boxes 
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 GoSub WriteLive 
 
Return 
 
RecordCycle: 
 
 ; can't be interrupted 
 Critical On 
 
 ; read values from ADC-8U12 
 GoSub ReadRow 
 
 ; write values to file 
 GoSub WriteRow 
 
 ; export chart as an image 
 GoSub ExportChart 
 
 ; import and display chart image on GUI 
 GoSub DisplayChart 
 
Return 
 
GResize: 
 
 ; calculate graph background width and height (changes with graph) 
 GraphBGW := (0.936 + (!GBGSize * 0.0023)) * ChartWidth * (A_ScreenDPI / 72)  
 GraphBGH := (0.916 - (!GBGSize * 0.072)) * ChartHeight * (A_ScreenDPI / 72)  
 
 ; calculate graph background X and Y coordinate (changes with graph) 
 GraphBGX := GraphX + ((0.030 - (!GBGSize * 0.002)) * ChartWidth * (A_ScreenDPI / 72))  
 GraphBGY := GraphY + (0.020 * ChartHeight * (A_ScreenDPI / 72)) 
 
Return 
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CreateExcel: 
 
 ; check program has opened excel already (COM object exists) 
 If (XL) { 
 
  ; close open workbook and save 
  XL.ActiveWorkbook.Close(True) 
 
  ; create a new workbook 
  XL.Workbooks.Add 
 
  ; make sure excel is invisible (defautlt) 
  XL.Visible := False 
 
  ; turn off alerts 
  XL.DisplayAlerts := False 
 
  ; save the workbook with the chosen file name 
  XL.ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs(SelectedFile) 
 
  ; turn on alerts 
  XL.DisplayAlerts := True 
 
 } Else { 
 
  ; start excel 
  XL := ComObjCreate("Excel.Application") 
 
  ; create a new workbook 
  XL.WorkBooks.Add 
 
  ; make sure excel is invisible (default) 
  XL.Visible := False 
 
  ; turn off alerts 
  XL.DisplayAlerts := False 
 
  ; save the workbook with the chosen file name 
  XL.ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs(SelectedFile) 
 
  ; turn on alerts 
  XL.DisplayAlerts := True 
 
 } 
 
Return 
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SetFrequency: 
 
 ; disable DPI scaling 
 Gui -DPIScale 
 
 ; create an input box to ask for the sample rate 
 InputBox, Frequency, Set Sample Rate, Sample Rate (CPM):,, %FrequencyW%, %FrequencyH%, %FrequencyXC% 
 
 ; confirm value is within bounds 
 If (Frequency <= 0 || Frequency > 120) { 
 
  ; ask again on failure 
  GoSub SetFrequency 
 
 } 
 
 ; convert cpm to ms between samples 
 Frequency := (60/Frequency) * 1000 
 
Return 
 
CreateChart: 
 
 ; save units in strings 
 Units := ["inH2O", "lbs", "lbs", "in", "in", "mph"] 
 
 ; write the headings to excel 
 XL.Range("B1").Value :=   "Pressure ("  . Units[1] . ")" 
 XL.Range("C1").Value :=       "Lift ("  . Units[2] . ")" 
 XL.Range("D1").Value :=       "Drag ("  . Units[3] . ")" 
 XL.Range("E1").Value := "X Position ("  . Units[4] . ")" 
 XL.Range("F1").Value := "Y Position ("  . Units[5] . ")" 
 XL.Range("G1").Value :=  "Windspeed ("  . Units[6] . ")" 
 
 ; create a chart 
 XL.Range("A1:G13").Select 
 XL.ActiveSheet.Shapes.AddChart2(227, 4).Select 
  
 ; write the last heading (throws of the chart if happens with the others) 
 XL.Range("A1").Value := "Time" 
 
 ; remove the chart title 
 XL.ActiveChart.HasTitle := False 
  
 ; move the legend to the bottom 
 XL.ActiveChart.Legend.Position := -4107 
  
 ; convert to line graph 
 XL.ActiveChart.ChartStyle := 4 
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 ; delete the gridlines in both directions 
 XL.ActiveChart.Axes(1).MajorGridlines.Delete 
 XL.ActiveChart.Axes(2).MajorGridlines.Delete 
 
 ; set the x-axis labels at an angle 
 XL.ActiveChart.Axes(1).TickLabels.Orientation := 84 
  
 ; for each data series 
 Loop, 6{ 
 
  ; makes line visible, markers invisible 
  XL.ActiveChart.FullSeriesCollection(A_Index).Format.Line.Visible := True 
  XL.ActiveChart.FullSeriesCollection(A_Index).MarkerStyle := -4142 
 
  ; series 1-3 
  If (A_Index < 4){ 
 
   ; set line color 
   XL.ActiveChart.FullSeriesCollection(A_Index).Border.ColorIndex := A_Index + 2 
 
  ; series 4-5 
  } Else If (A_Index < 6){ 
    
   ; set line color (avoids yellow) 
   XL.ActiveChart.FullSeriesCollection(A_Index).Border.ColorIndex := A_Index + 3 
 
  ; series 6 
  } Else { 
   
   ; set line color (orange) 
   XL.ActiveChart.FullSeriesCollection(A_Index).Border.ColorIndex := A_Index + 40  
 
  } 
   
 
 } 
  
 ; create a second y-axis for windspeed 
 XL.ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(6).AxisGroup := 2 
 
 ; set the y-axis bounds for left axis 
 XL.ActiveChart.Axes(2,1).MinimumScale := 0 
 XL.ActiveChart.Axes(2,1).MaximumScale := 36 
 
 ; set the y-axis bounds for right axis 
 XL.ActiveChart.Axes(2,2).MinimumScale := 0 
 XL.ActiveChart.Axes(2,2).MaximumScale := 144 
 
 ; turn off chart area perimeter line 
 XL.ActiveSheet.Shapes("Chart 1").Line.Visible := False 
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; make graph background transparent 
 Xl.ActiveChart.ChartArea.Select 
 XL.ActiveSheet.Shapes("Chart 1").Fill.Visible := 0 
 XL.ActiveChart.PlotArea.Fill.Visible := 0 
  
 ; change the size of the graph (adjust size here to prevent pixelling) 
 XL.ActiveChart.Parent.Width := ChartWidth 
 XL.ActiveChart.Parent.Height := ChartHeight 
 
Return 
 
CreateTable: 
 
 ; turn the headings into a table 
 XL.Range("A1:G1").Select  
 XL.ActiveSheet.ListObjects.Add(1, XL.Range("$A$1:$G$1"),_, 1) 
 XL.ActiveSheet.ListObjects(1).Name := "Table" 
 
 ; set column A to display times 
 XL.Columns("A:A").NumberFormat := "mm:ss.000" 
 
 ; set the active writing row for the table 
 Row := 2 
 
Return 
 
ReadRow: 
 
 ; can't be disrrupted 
 Critical On 
 
 ; simplify the complex control name 
 Channel = WindowsForms10.STATIC.app.0.141b42a_r6_ad1 
 
 ; array of control names 
 Channeln := [Channel . 15, Channel . 14, Channel . 17, Channel . 16, Channel . 11, Channel . 8, Channel . 10, Channel . 9] 
 
 ; initialize results array 
 Results := [] 
 
 ; for each input signal 
 Loop, 5{ 
 
  ; read value from ADC-8U12 program, filter units/commas and store 
  ControlGetText, Reading, % Channeln[A_Index], ADC-8U12 - v1.29 
  ValueUnit := StrSplit(Reading, A_Space) 
  ValueUnit[1] := StrReplace(ValueUnit[1], ",", "") 
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  Results.Push(ValueUnit[1]) 
 
 } 
  

; convert values to engineering units and round to two places 
 Results[1] := Round(Results[1] * PressureSlope + PressureIntercept, 2) 
 Results[2] := Round(Results[2] * LiftSlope     + LiftIntercept,     2) 
 Results[3] := Round(Results[3] * DragSlope     + DragIntercept,     2) 
 Results[4] := Round(Results[4] * XSlope        + XIntercept,        2) 
 Results[5] := Round(Results[5] * YSlope        + YIntercept,        2) 
      
 ; calculate windspeed from pressure (pitot tube/bernoulli's equation) and store           
 WindSpeed := Sqrt(Results[1] * 2 * 32.2 * 5.2033 / 0.07487) * 3600 / 5280 ; inH2O to mph   v = √2gP/p  
 Results.Push(Round(WindSpeed, 2))       
 
 ; calculate elapsed time and convert to excel time 
 CurrentTime := A_TickCount 
 ElapsedTime := (CurrentTime - StartTime) * 0.0000000115740740740741 
 
Return 
 
 
WriteRow: 
 
 ; can't be interrupted 
 Critical On 
 
 ; write time to table 
 XL.Cells(Row, 1).Value := ElapsedTime 
 
 ; for each measured variable 
 Loop, 6 { 
 
  ; write value to file 
  XL.Cells(Row, A_Index + 1).Value := Results[A_Index] 
 
  ; write values to live boxes on GUI 
  GoSub LiveBoxes 
 
 } 
 
 ; use the next row of the table next time 
 Row := Row + 1 
 
Return 
 
WriteLive: 
 
 ; for each measured variable 
 Loop, 6 
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  ; write values to live boxes on GUI 
  GoSub LiveBoxes 
 
Return 
  
LiveBoxes: 
  
 ; update text in live box 
 GuiControl, Text, Edit%A_Index%, % Results[A_Index] 
 
Return 
 
 
 
 
 
ExportChart: 
 
 ; can't be interrupted 
 Critical On 
 
 ; export the chart as a picture 
 XL.Worksheets("Sheet1").ChartObjects(1).Chart.Export(LivePic) 
 
Return 
 
DisplayChart: 
 
 ; can't be interrupted 
 Critical On 
 
 ;update graph on GUI 
 GuiControl,, Graph, %LivePic% 
 Gui, Show 
 
Return 
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GuiClose: 
 
 ; close the EECI program 
 WinClose, ADC-8U12 - v1.29 
 
 ; close excel 
 XL.ActiveWorkbook.Save 
 XL.ActiveWorkbook.Close(0) 
 XL.Quit 
 XL := "" 
 
 ; close powerpoint 
 PPT.ActivePresentation.Close 
 PPT.Quit 
 PPT := "" 
 
 ; end the program 
 ExitApp 
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